
LESSON 2 Date: ______________________________

CHROMATIC SEMITONE
A semitone where both notes share the same letter.

DIATONIC SEMITONE
A semitone where both notes have a different letter.

WHOLE TONE
Two semitones that, in general, have two different letter names in alphabetical order.

PRACTICE
1. Label the following piano keyboard. Using only naturals and single and double accidentals, try to give 

each key three different names.

! Which key were you unable to give three different names to? _______
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& ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙b ˙� ˙‹ ˙b ˙�

& ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙� ˙‹ ˙‹ ˙� ˙b

 



2. Write the required note.

 `444 `444 `444 `444

 `444 `444 `444 `444
3. Label each of the following pairs of notes as either chromatic semitones (CST), diatonic semitones 

(DST), whole tones (T), enharmonic notes (E), or other (O).

4. Write the following scales one octave ascending and descending, in half notes, using a key signature.

a) F   + from mediant to mediant

`444444444444444445
b) the relative melodic minor of G   +

1444444444444444445
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c) the parallel natural minor of B+

`444444444444444445
d) the harmonic minor scale whose leading note is A

1444444444444444445
e) the enharmonic tonic major of a   –

`444444444444444445
f) the melodic minor scale whose ascending leading tone is F    , from submediant to submediant

1444444444444444445
5. Draw the following scales one octave ascending and descending, in whole notes, using accidentals.

a) d   melodic –

`444444444444444445
b) G  + from dominant to dominant

1444444444444444445
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